Future State:
Integrated
performance
reporting and
online services
+ projects

Recommendation 1
Recommendation 2
Recommendation 3
Recommendation 4
Recommendation 5

• Formalise ICTs role in
performance reporting
within the ICT strategy
• Seek approval and rollout
the Corporate Reporting
Framework
• Establish Business
Performance Improvement
as the single coordinating
point for corporate reporting
• Alignment of report
ownership across the
organisation

PHASE 1

• Link Chart of Accounts to
key services and business
drivers through ERP
implementation and data
migration

Establish
Corporate
Reporting
Framework

• Implement an Integrated
Quarterly Performance
report
• Monitor CEO SPOs to
ensure alignment with
strategic and annual
objectives and future
agreed metrics
• Review other reports
across the organisation
with a view to rationalise

• Prepare a governance operating
model for corporate reporting
• Build performance reporting
culture through training and
personal plan processes

• Implement online service

• Continue to stream
enhance reporting
implementation of
business intelligenc
solution

dashboard + project portal
Align Annual
• Use section planning and
Report to reflect
service review processes to
identify key services and
suggested content
business drivers by sections
The City of Onkaparinga is •an
Adelaide metropolitan council with
approximately
and
structure 700 employees responsible
Process map key services to

Onkaparinga Corporate Reporting Reform

identify performance
for the provision of services to
a local
community with a population of around 173,000 residents. Strategic and
measures
(input-processoutput-outcome)
corporate planning is an integral
component of business operations to understand performance, compliance,
• Agree strategic performance
Transition the bulk of The
metrics that align with the
risk and• Quarter
future
opportunities
as
performed by multiple business areas under various legislation and using a
to an online self
focus commitments of
service statistics portal
Onkaparinga 2035
diverse range of processes and systems.

• Pilot the Integrated
Quarterly Performance
report which combines the
‘Quarterly Financial Update’,
‘The Quarter’ and ‘Quarterly
Performance Improvement
Report’

In recognition •ofTransition
increasing
demand
on the Now,
organisation to provide analysis and information on business
the Culture &
• Monitor Onkaparinga
People quarterly report
ONews and Weekly News
performance, both
internally
and totoensure
thealignment
community,
Council sought an external review of corporate planning
& quarterly
Performance
with
Improvement Report to
audience & organisational
an online ‘internal’
selfwas requirements
and reporting. Council’s
aim
to establish a future proofed reporting environment that satisfies statutory
service statistics portal
reporting obligations and is modelled on contemporary and future trends for high-quality and meaningful
performance reporting.

• Transition Significant
Activities Report and Risk
Management Quarterly
Update Report to a
combined strategic risk
management report

• Use new
websitewas to provide an impartial opinion and recommendations on the current and future
The role of Holmes
Dyer
deployment to pilot
service-program
state of the reporting
environment for the City of Onkaparinga. Tasks completed by Holmes Dyer included:
performance dashboard
and project portal

• Review of statutory requirements under the Local Government Act, 1999 and other relevant legislation;
• Across council engagement and consultation with business units including those with responsibilities
for managing relevant processes and systems and internal customers and users of those process and
systems;

• Independent review of the current suite of strategic and corporate reporting deliverables including
benchmarking across comparative Councils in SA and interstate frameworks;

• Case studies of pragmatic best practice examples of reporting structures and technologies relevant to
the future corporate reporting suite;

• Development of a strategic approach to planning and reporting supported by an appropriate governance
framework;

• Report preparation including key findings, future vision for corporate reporting, and recommendations
for establishing a contemporary and forward-looking reporting environment;

• Reform program including transition plan with implementation schedule, relevant phasing and priority
actions; and

• Presentation to key stakeholders including employees through to Executive management and the
project steering committee.

